Resume -Dans le document, nous discutons les attributs du rayonnement cohdrent partiel produit par les lasers de produits par lasers. Nous discutons les propridtbs de coherence spatiale et temporelle, les expdriences li6es 1 la microscopie de rayons-X et 1 la microholographie qui profitent de degres varies de cohgrence. Nous illustrons, pour les valeurs de crste et de moyenne, le rendement radiatif en fonction de la puissance coh6rente et de la luminositg spectrale.
Introduction
In recent years we have seen a significant advance in the ability to generate coherent radiation at ever shorter wavelengths -now extending throughout the ultraviolet and into the x-ray region of the electromagnetic spectrum. These are particularly interesting spectral regions for applications in many scientific and technological disciplines. Because the wavelength is short, the radiation can be used to both "see" and "write" patterns of small feature size. Thus one can form high spatial resolution x-ray microscopes and microprobes and can fabricate yet more powerful integrated circuits. The photon energy is particularly interesting as it coincides with the many atomic and molecular transition resonances which pervade this region of the spectrum. The new accessibility of this region, provided both high brightness sources and requisite x-ray optics are available, will permit the utilization of many exciting techniques. Element specific bio-dynamics, site specific photochemical processing, polarization sensitive scattering studies of chiral structures, element specific studies of surface state formation, and dynamical studies of thin film and lattice structure formation are, to name a few, fields which would benefit from the unique capabilities of elemental sensitivity and high space-time resolution.
Coherence Requirements
An example of an experimental technique which would benefit many of the above cited sciences is that of an x-ray microprobe. As illustrated in figure  1 , a Fresnel zone plate might be used to concentrate radiation in a small 
